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Abstract 
 

 

From documentations about the plight of Kunti and Naraini (the two indentured women), to 

writings about indenture system and its similarity to servitude and slavery, one can imagine the 

lives of women during the Girmit era or the indentured period in Fiji. The end of misery for all, 

including women, was through the efforts of Mahatma Gandhi, CF. Andrews, W. W. Pearson and 

Totaram Sanadhya, that led to the abolition of the indenture system in Fiji. Post indenture period 

saw the emergence of a group of people free from the tentacles of slavery who worked hard to 

create an identity for themselves and a place in the nation building process. Women, in all these 

efforts played an important role in the post indenture Fiji. 

However, a cursory look at the documents and record on Indo Fijian women in Fiji, show a scant 

reference to their efforts in the overall success of Indo-Fijians and their role in nation building. 

Are the Indo Fijian women still living in the shadows like they did during the Girmit Era in Fiji? 

The following paper looks at various sources on Indo-Fijian women and highlight their roles in 

Post indenture Fiji and why there is a need to recognise these unsung heroines of the likes of Kunti 

and Naraini.  
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Introduction 

 

Indian women in Fiji faced various forms of discrimination during indenture period. Their 

sufferings have been documented in writings by Brij Lal, Robert Nicole, Shiasta Shameen, Doug 

Munro, and John D. Kelly, to name a few. Writings about Indian women post-Girmit era provide 

scant coverage on their lives, effort in nation building and personal growth. It is a non-denial fact 

that life for Indians after the end of Girmit in Fiji was a challenging phase. The ex-Girmitiyas 

had to fend for themselves for education, health, religious and political rights. Due to their 

agricultural expertise in sugar plantation Indians took agricultural land leased by Colonial 

Refinery Company (CSR) or Native Land Trust Board (NLTB). With a source of income and 

place to settle, the ex-Girmitiyas began establishing temples, mosques, gurudwaras, and schools 

in rural localities. Mayer (1963 and 1973) mention that daughters were often married off early 

while sons inherited the parents’ house and farm.  Thus the traditional lifestyle similar to that in 

India was seen amongst Indians in Fiji (Lateef 1987). Since girls were married early, they had 

little education, and had no say in the inheritance of their families’ property. Even the Indians 

that had migrated as free migrants after 1920s had very similar family lifestyle. Girls had little 

education and were married off early.  Under such circumstances, it is obvious that for a very 

long time, women in Fiji had limited access to education, little say in their personal and national 

decision making. Unfortunately, their contribution in Fiji’s agricultural social, education, legal 

and political rights have been given scant mention, unless they were well connected or from 

influential family background.  

 

Economic status of Indian women after Indenture 

 

As mentioned earlier, most ex Girmitiyas took up land leases to begin cane farming. Most ex-

Girmitya women had lower pay during indenture, thus for them to toil the farm independently 

after indenture ended was close to impossible since end of indenture meant the loss of 



independent income for them. These women were left with no other choice but to marry men 

who were able to acquire land leases from CSR or NLTB (Lateef 1987). This also meant greater 

control on women by men. 

 

“This factor worked to the detriment of women in the long run as the family not only meant the 

reimposition of traditional power relations between men and women but also that even more 

stringent controls were placed on women. This legacy is visible today in the stringent control of 

women’s sexuality, behaviour and physical space. The maintenance of traditional forms of 

marriage and household arrangements amongst Indo-Fijians still provides the crucial link with 

their culture of origin. It seems that it is through the practice of religion and traditional form of 

marriage and household arrangements that IndoFijians maintain and reproduce their cultural 

traditions to the present day (Lateef 1987, 6) 

 

Indian women were married much earlier than Fijian women, thus their economic independence 

was jeopardised. Additionally, the traditional Indian assumption of women only as child bearers 

and childrearers left women little choice for economic empowerment. Whatever meagre income 

they had earned during indenture period soon diminished. Being married off early into traditional 

Indian families left many women in situations where it was impossible for them to venture 

outside the family home to seek employment. A typical lifestyle of Indian women after Indenture 

was that of woman married at a very early age, having children and working on the family leased 

farm. During early post Girmit period, most Indian women were married off very early; as early 

as 13 years of age. While Indian women’s marriage data showed a slight decrease a decade later, 

they were still married off much earlier until in 1960s when there is data showing an increase in 

Indian women in employment sector. The table below shows the age group of marriageable 

women.  

Figure 1: Married Women, 1936 & 1946 

Age 

Group 

1936 1946 

 Married Women Married women 

 Fijian Indian Fijian Indian 

13-14 - 504 - 400 



15-19 539 3483 728 4185 

20-24 2711 2894 3410 4271 

25-29 2976 1984 3857 3720 

30-34 2508 1555 3113 2604 

35-39 2021 1231 2419 1648 

40-44 1764 1542 1840 1240 

44-50 2785 1869 2588 1895 

55&over 1697 893 1736 1598 

Total 17001 15915 19691 21561 

Source: Srivastava (2004) 

 

Burns (1963: 170) describes post-indentured woman in Fiji as someone who is rarely spoken of, 

and is economically, socially and morally dependent upon her husband for life. Their absence 

from the previous economic sphere ensured their continued subordination (Lateef 1987, 67). 

Women and children were seen working on the farms as unpaid family labours.  Shameem 

(1990) states that Indian women contribution as unpaid labours could be seen as economic 

exploitation. Indeed this was worse than during the Girmit era where they at least had some 

income. In the new lifestyle, they did not possess property titles, and were totally dependent 

upon the men of the household who had total control over his family. There was little choice 

given to women to seek employment outside this household. As such Indian’s women’s 

employment figures continued to fall over period.   The following table shows the ratio of Indian 

and Fijian women in paid employment between 1926-1940: 

 

Figure 2: Numbers of Fijian and Indian Women in Paid Employment, 1921-46  

 Fijian Indian 

Year Commerce Industry Domestic Total Commerce Industry Domestic Total 

1921 2   74 98 174 21 84 83 188 

1936 13 73 182 268 38 52 120 210 

1946 55 421 449 960 54 150 56 260 

(Source: Gittins, 1946) 

 



 

Thus Indian women’s economic or agricultural contribution was limited to their household 

farmland. There is little data to identify how many land leases were taken up by Indian women 

after Girmit ended. While they toiled the land side by side with their family members, 

inheritance of land leases passed from fathers to sons. In very few cases land leases were 

transferred to women. The women who made a difference in the lives of Indians in Fiji were 

those who toiled the land next to their family members with a large family to look after. A 

classic example would be those who worked in cane and rice fields from the break of dawn and 

only took breaks to cook and feed their families and return to work in the fields late into the 

afternoons. Unfortunately, even today agricultural land leased to Indo Fijian women are very 

few. Gender has indeed played a role in ownership and control of agricultural land for Indians in 

post Girmit era since men predominantly held the titles of land leases and cane contracts. 

Women who had contracts or titles for agricultural land were usually widows. The family and 

tradition did not provide the right environment for Indian women to inherit property. A woman 

without a lease title with her name had no right and control over the use of the land. This acted as 

a disadvantage for women during divorce settlements since distribution of property is based on 

economic contribution only (Jalal 1997). 

 

  

Education for girls 

 

Education opportunities for post Girmit women in Fiji were limited due to many reasons. No 

arrangements of secondary schools had been made for Indian girls by the Colonial government 

due to its protectionist education policy. As such parents removed their daughters after primary 

education and married them off early. Had the government provided opportunities of education 

for Indian girls, they would not have been married off at such early age. That factor could have 

reduced the concern that the colonial government had against the increasing population amongst 

Indians.  Partial and biased policy of the Fijian government against the education of Indians, 

particularly the education of Indian girls, was also responsible for the increase in Indian 

population. C.F. Andrews (quoted by Srivastva 2004) stated that education, increasing average 

age at marriage, and the consequent decrease of population are interlinked.  



 

Women lived under conditions decided by men in their lives. Before the end of Girmit, 

organizations such as Christian missionaries had begun setting up schools. In particular, schools 

only for girls were established (e.g. Dudley High School, established by a Methodist nun Hannah 

Dudley) (Tavola 1980, Woods 1978). The negligence of the colonial government’s non-

commitment towards providing education for Indians were evident during many Legislative 

Council sessions where requests for Indians to be permitted to enrol in schools predominately set 

aside for European and Part European were ignored (Tavola 1980). Schools were located in 

urban areas, or not in areas close to Indian settlements. Thus Indians were hesitant to send their 

daughters to distant schools. A few organizations set up hostels attached to girls’ schools, which 

included schools such as Methodist Schools in Suva and Lautoka, DAV girls’ school in Suva, 

Anglican schools in Labasa, and Suva. With absence of colonial funding for schools for Indian 

community, Indians began setting up their own schools all over Fiji and getting teachers from 

India (Gounder 2007). Even after a few decades, a review of number of students in schools in 

Fiji showed a lower number of Indian girls in schools. While numbers of Fijian girls in schools 

were also low, there were more opportunities for them based on the fact that government run 

schools had been established with Fijian education interest in mind (Department of Education 

Report, 1960 and Gounder 2007). Overall, Indian women were far behind others where 

education opportunities were concerned. Until 1935, hardly any girls (both Fijian and Indian) 

had received secondary education. By 1980s most attained secondary education and even 

surpassed men in percentage who had received secondary education or higher (Fiji Bureau of 

Stats, 2011).  

 

 

Women’s organizations 

 

One of the areas where women’s voices and presence have been acknowledged is the social 

movement in Fiji. Even during Indenture era, women movements (or gangs) activism have been 

documented (Mishra 2008, Naidu 1980). Lal (2004) states that while men did not recognize the 

changed roles of indentured women. Women who came to Fiji as indentured labourers, were like 

their counterpart men labourers and had a control over their income. This gave them power, 



which many of these women had been denied in India. This independence gave them the courage 

to fight for their rights. Like in any bonded labour situation, exploitation of labourers cannot go 

unnoticed, similarly, the Girmitiyas were exploited. Unlike their men counterparts, women 

working as labourers during the indenture period in Fiji were sexually as well as physically 

violated. In order to fight against such savagery, women formed ‘gangs’ and used to beat their 

perpetrators. The perpetrators, in such cases were not only other Indian men, but the overseas 

and colonial bosses who always sought opportunities to abuse these women. Even after the 

Girmit ended, these women gangs had to operate to self-guard themselves since violence against 

them did not seize. 

 

Dr Manilal and his wife had arrived in Fiji earlier in 1912 when Dr Manilal came as the first 

Indian barrister to Fiji. Mrs Jaikumari Manilal’s earlier experience of working with Gandhi’s 

satyagraha activism had given her the knowledge and experience in protest and fighting for 

one’s rights (Lal 2004). When the 1920 strike occurred due to protest against meagre wages, Mrs 

Manilal organise the Indo-Fijian Women’s Committee to protest against the inconsideration of 

the then Governor on the living conditions of Indians. While both Dr and Mrs Manilal were later 

deported from Fiji, the seed for women’s movement had been planted by Mrs Manilal. The 

1930s saw an increase in Indian women’s participation in activities rather than them just as home 

makers. With limited education and early marriage, Indian women in Fiji struggled to gain an 

identity for themselves apart from being a home maker. A few industrious women began 

organizing women’s groups that assisted women from not so well-off background get trained to 

make a living for themselves. Some of these initiatives included the historical formation of Stri 

Sewa Sabha in 1934. The organization, started by wives of Indian business men is still in 

existence. The shift from economic rights to empowerment had begun for women in Fiji. Today, 

the prominent women’s organisations (such as Women’s Rights Movement, Women’s Crisis 

Centre) exist that fight for women’s political empowerment and social rights, education 

attainment, and violence against them. However, there still exists the small mother’s clubs in 

most rural areas. These, though initiated through the religious groups remain an avenue for 

women to raise their voices. These women’s groups (also called Mahila Mandal) usually meet 

regularly to participate in religious rituals such as recital of religious books, sing hymns and 

teaching younger women the religious rituals. Apart from practicing religious rituals, these 



organisations are the congregation for women. They share their personal and family issues, 

console and provide guidance to others.  Such organisations are not only limited to Hinduism, 

women’s or mother’s clubs can be found in Islamic and Christian organisations in Fiji. Most of 

these women’s groups are avenues for larger women’s organisations for their networking, and 

hubs for workshops on health, education, economic, and social issues. Additionally, Mahila 

Mandals organise and generate income through activities such as catering for functions like 

weddings and engagements, and are involved in income generating activities through 

handicrafts, pot plants, and food sales. Thus women activism in post Girmit Fiji is not just in the 

large popularly recognised women’s organisation, but also exist in these small unknown, 

unrecognised Mahila Mandals in rural, remote and isolated areas as well.      

 

Women in other sectors 

 

There were also wives of free migrants who had arrived to begin a live for themselves as 

entrepreneurs after the indenture period. Wives of most of these free migrants who became 

travelling salespersons/businessmen woke early in the mornings to prepare lunches for their 

husbands and other family members. Additionally, they prepared pickles, sweets, savouries and 

pappads to be sold. These women contributed equally making lives better for their young 

families.   Many such women are no longer with us, yet they ensured that their daughters had 

better opportunities for education than them. Many of the second generation women of these 

businessmen can still be seen taking lunches and afternoon teas for their husbands to the shops 

even today. Later section will discuss the contribution of these women in family business. These 

women are contributors for family income, but do not get registered in the labor force, similar to 

those women who toil in the family farmland. Not all women had a comfortable family life. 

Many struggled with limited education and no economic empowerment, had no space to voice 

their concerns, or no avenues to share their grievances. One can say that Indian women in Fiji 

faced the most challenging period of their life immediately after the Indenture period until they 

had more education opportunities.  

 

An anecdotal account would be of women similar to Mrs Patel. Mrs Patel (‘Baa’ as she was 

known by) was married at an early of 13 in Surat, India. Mr Patel had earlier travelled to Fiji 



with a group of Gujarati young men to establish themselves as business people. As was a 

tradition then, the free migrants who had come to Fiji as business people, returned to India to get 

married and return later to take their brides to Fiji. For someone who had never seen sea, 

travelling on a 3 month sea voyage in itself was a harrowing experience for Mrs Patel. The 

couple moved to Labasa to expand the business that Mr Patel had established few years earlier. 

Unfortunately, after 15 years of marriage, a few miscarriages, Mr Patel died leaving a very 

young widow alone with a 3 year old daughter. An illiterate young widow was left to manage a 

large business. Little does it register to one, that the life of young widows in early 1930s in Fiji 

was one full for challenges, vulnerability and problems. Even amongst business people, asset 

inheritance rarely goes to the widows. Added to the scenario, a female child inheriting property 

was rarely heard of. Of course after years of cases against the pseudo property claimants and the 

Public Trust, they managed to obtain their ownership of the property. Many old folks in Labasa 

remember of Mrs Patel sleeping with a ‘ladhii’ on her bedside, and a cane knife under her bed to 

ward off thieves and intruders. She successful ran the business after her husband’s death as well 

ensured that her daughter attained highest level of education possible for girls during the 1950s 

in Fiji. Such women go unnoticed unless someone shares their stories.  

 

Apart from the free female migrants, indentured women too faced numerous exploitations, 

included being outnumbered by men. That in itself was a form of sexual exploitation. Women 

were overworked, earned meagre wages, and had harsh working conditions. Added to all these 

colonial political and cultural indifference were medical facilities for the indentured workers and 

in particular where women’s health were concerned. For the colony, indentured women were 

there to work, not to bear and rear children. The total indifference of the colonial masters 

towards Indian women’s health led to many infant mortality and still births. Incidences such as 

those of Narayani (Sanadhya, 1991: 44-5) and Gangya (Luker 2005)) have been discussed in 

indenture literature. Medical conditions for Indian women after post indenture did not improve 

either. While CSR provided some medical care for their staff and workers, this was totally 

missing after Indians ceased to be contracted labours.  

 

Most of the cane farming areas were in the western and northern parts of Fiji. Thousands of 

Indians resided in the western part of Viti Levu, but there were no hospitals for them. The 



Methodist Church had set up dispensaries in some of these areas such as those in Navua and 

Nausori. However, western Viti Levu was still left out. The Methodist Church, with the efforts of 

Hannah Dudley raised the issues of medical negligence with the colonial government but nothing 

was done. Eventually in 1926 the Methodist Church opened its hospital for Indian women in Ba 

and named it Ba Mission Hospital. Currently it is funded by the Government of Fiji and is the 

main medical facility in Ba.  

Even when the Methodist hospital was established, many Indians still dependent upon the skills 

of the daaii for assistance during child birth and after care. There are still many such daaii all 

over Fiji, who provide their skills, guidance and support after child birth for Indians in Fiji. The 

total inconsideration of the colony to provide the infrastructure for their medical services, had 

seen the continuous efforts of traditional mid wives (daaii) to save women and children’s lives 

amongst the Indian population. These women had brought skills with them during the indenture, 

with expertise and herbal medicines for all ailments known to humans. Using these knowledge, 

many saved the lives of women during child birth. The skills of daaii live on. Even in India they 

are still revered in all places where western medical facilities cannot be found.  

 

Methodist missionaries need to be mentioned here for their efforts in improving the lives of 

Indian women in Fiji. It cannot be denied that Hannah Dudley, due to her experience of working 

in India had compassion for Indians working under the Indenture system. Her efforts in 

campaigning for abolishment of the Indenture system has been discussed in many indenture 

writings (Tavola 1980, Woods 1978). She assisted in improving the lives of many Indian orphan 

children, and establishing the first school for Indian children teaching them Hindi and Urdu.  

Regardless of the fact that Indians were hesitant in trusting the missionaries (due to their efforts 

in converting them to Christianity), most education facilities for both Indians and Fijians were 

started by the churches. Most of them still remain, though single sex school numbers have gone 

down over the years. Stories about the courage shown by women during the 1920s-1960s have 

been shared orally but remain undocumented.  

 

 

The new generation of women 

 



With emergence of more schools in 1930-1950s, Indian girls took up education and to keep a 

profession. Like in most countries, professions which saw more women employment included 

nurses, teachers, librarians, sales assistances, secretaries and stenographers. Yet, even until 1960s 

it was rare to see a woman drive a vehicle in Fiji. The Indian belief of educating their children in 

order to give them a better live cannot be exaggerated further. Indians of both gender made an 

effort to pursue education. While most traditional cultural values similar to those in India, are 

practiced by the Indians in Fiji, Indian women are now marrying later in their lives and can be 

found to be more educated and in paid employment. While women’s mobility may be restricted 

in some traditional families mostly in rural areas, most Indian women have become very liberal. 

There are more young women participating in fighting for rights and justice for women, and 

voicing their concerns where violence against women are concerned. Examples would be in the 

number of women found working and volunteering themselves for women’s organisations such 

as Fiji Women’s Rights Movement, Fiji Women’s Crisis Centre, and femlinkpacific. There is no 

ethnicity segregation, and both Indian and Fijian women are seen working together on issues that 

challenge all of them, however the struggle for women to voice their views as decision makers 

remain. There still remain challenges where violence against women in Fiji, employment in all 

sectors, and in economic empowerment is concerned.   

 

By 1990s, Indian women (who are all Fiji born) had found means to make an income for 

themselves and their families. While still behind their male counterpart and Fijian women, Indian 

women were increasingly found to be in employment. It took close to three decades for Indian 

women in Fiji to show some progress where employment was concerned.   

 

Figure 3: Labor Force Participation Rates by Sex and Ethnicity 

 Percent of Economically 

Active Population, 1996 

Change 1986–1996 (%) 

Sex Male Female Male Female 

Fijians 79 48 (6.6) 21.1 

Indo-Fijians 80 27 (5.7) 10.7 

Source: Chandra and Lewai 2005, based on 1996 and 1986 census data. 

 



Currently, there are more women employed in the manufacturing sector in Fiji, than men. It 

needs to be noted that Fiji has a high cost of living and is a very import dependent economy. The 

manufacturing sector in which many Indian women are employed has historically been a sector 

where the salary has not increased for many years. For as many as 15 years, most women still 

earn close to $2.52 per hour. With close to $50.00 per week as income, these women are living in 

environments close to poverty level. These women are vulnerable to exploitation by their work 

place, dependent upon their partners in case of separation and maintenance payments (separation 

and divorce) and lack rights over land due to traditional inheritance views. Women married into 

family businesses face similar situations. Most do not hold a property title to their name, may 

have limited education and are thus totally dependent on their partners. Indian women staying in 

rural areas suffer more due to lack of subsistence production, and lack of economic 

opportunities. Fijian women can be seen fishing, selling traditional handicrafts and souvenirs. 

However, unless an Indian woman is involved in a Mahila Mandal, or a mother’s club, knows 

how to stitch clothes or has excellent cooking skills, she may be totally dependent upon her 

family for her living. 

 

In 15 years since the last data collection (1996), in both urban as well as rural areas, Indian 

women are less in the labour force than Fijian women. Even in subsistence work, Indian women 

are less likely to be involved. Indian women, even today would toil in the family owned farm 

and rather than work in paid employment in someone else’s farmland. As a result, 

unemployment rate amongst Indian women is higher than the Fijian women.  

 

Figure 4: Key Labor Force Indicators, Age 15 and Above, by Ethnicity, 2010–2011 

 i-Taukei Fijians of Indian descent 

 Total Male Female Total Male  Female 

Total population aged 15+ 330,000 169,000 162,000 241,000 124,000 117,000 

Labor force (employed + 

unemployed) 

224,000 139,000 86,000 142,000 99,000   43,000 

Employed 215,000 134,000 82,000 135,000 94,000   41,000 

Unemployed 9,000 5,000 4,000 7,000 5,000    2,000 

Not in the labor force 106,000 30,000 76,000 99,000 25,000 74,000 



Labor force participation rate 

(%) 

68.1 82.6 52.9 58.9 79.6 37.1 

Urban 59.8  75.8 43.6 58.7 78.9 38.0 

Rural 74.7 87.9 60.5 59.2 80.5 35.9 

Employment to population ratio 

(%) 

65.2 79.4 50.5 56.0 75.6 35.2 

Unemployment rate (%) 4.2 3.9 4.5 5.0 4.9 5.1 

Not in labor force (%) 32.0 17.4 47.1 41.1 20.4 62.9 

Subsistence foodstuff producers 

(included in employed)   

58,000 32,000 26,000 18,000 6,000 12,000 

Subsistence foodstuff producer 

(% of employed)  

27.0 23.8 32.4 13.0 6.2 28.3 

Subsistence foodstuff producer 

(% of population) 

17.6 18.9 16.4 7.3 4.7 10.0 

Living in rural areas (% of total 

population) 

55.7 56.5 54.9 40.7 41.5 39.9 

Source: Fiji Bureau of Statistics. 2011. Fiji Employment and Unemployment Survey 2010–11. 

Suva.         

 

There are fewer Indian women in labor force than Fijian women, in both rural and urban, and in 

subsistence employment.  

 

Women in Politics 

Fiji saw the emergence of an Indian women politician in the form of Mrs Irene Jai Narayan who 

had migrated to Fiji in 1959 after marriage. She joined as the first Indian woman member of the 

Legislative Council and later has a member of the house of representative after the 

independence. Being educated had given Mrs Narayan the edge over many other Indian women 

in Fiji since even as late as 1950s Indian women in Fiji were struggling to gain education beyond 

primary school.  The number of women actively involved in politics and voicing issues close to 

women in Fiji, still remain distant. While the number of women represented in parliament has 

increased to 16% in 2014 from 11% in the 2006 election, whether they are real advocates of 



women’s issues remain to be seen. 2014 election saw inclusion of two Indo Fijian women as 

parliamentarians. The recent 2018 General Election in Fiji has seen an increase in the number of 

women representation in parliament. Now 3 out of ten women are of Indian descendant. In 2014, 

the portfolios they were given were related to health, and women, it remains to be seen which 

portfolios they receive in 2018. At local level however, local council elections have not been 

held since 2005. As such, at local level, women regardless of their ethnicity have not been able to 

voice their concerns in Fiji. Women, and especially Indian women’s participation remains the 

most difficult in Fiji. It may be due to the patriarchal nature of Fiji’s society, or the historical 

subordinated manner in which Indian women had been treated in the past.      

  

 

Conclusion 

 

Indian women in Fiji have gone through a kaleidoscopic experience for the last 139 years. Their 

indenture miseries were similar to autocracies faced by many in slavery. Surviving in unliveable, 

unhygienic, back breaking work environment, with no escape had left many women broken, 

close to suicide and depressed. Post indenture had seen no improvement in their living conditions 

for a few decades. For many, it was moving from one dictatorial live to another since many did 

not have a penny to their name. Women had to struggle more than their menfolk due to their 

physical, social, religious, cultural, and economic situation. Understanding that they did not have 

a choice where their circumstance was concerned, these Indian women in Fiji courageously 

endured all the sufferings and tried their best to improve their own as well the lives of those close 

to them. Education became the key element in improving their lives. With education, confidence, 

networking with other women, the Indian women in Fiji gained their bearing and began to gain 

recognition. It may have taken women from India, who had come later to inspire these broken 

women. It was that, and the missionaries that set in motion the self-liberalisation of Indian 

women in Fiji. It was in late 30s that more women gained education, and  began working outside 

their household and getting married later in life. Women’s organisations were formed, their 

participation in business, politics, judiciary, education and health sectors were seen. While 

women participation in politics is still less than men, a slow but steady increase is noted. 

Similarly, women are getting more education and are now equally represented at all education 



levels. As the ancestors had predicted, progress for Indians would only be possible with 

education, progress of Indian women in Fiji is an example of that. Yes, there still exists shadows 

of the Girmitiya life in Fiji, due to the political environment. Yet, one cannot be removed from 

the shadows of the past. Thus Girmitiya shadows though painful, has given lessons to women in 

Fiji, and they are progressing with confidence and leaving their legacies behind. 
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